This study investigates variants in transportation maintenance of projects. The study subject is the mathematical notation of the dependence of costs incurred during the transportation maintenance of a project on the characteristics of maintenance options. Most projects involve a transportation component, which relates to the need to deliver raw materials, materials, equipment, manpower to the location of the product project (for example, construction projects, infrastructure projects). This study aims to identify variants in the transportation maintenance of projects, to establish mathematical dependences of transportation costs depending on the characteristics of vehicles and the conditions for their use in projects. The characteristics of the vehicles and the conditions of their operation in the projects form the essence of a specific variant of the transportation maintenance of a project. Each alternative transportation maintenance option affects the project, first of all, at the cost level. Therefore, the optimal transportation maintenance variant for a project should be selected considering the impact of options on project costs. In this study, the basis for modeling the cost of a project’s transportation maintenance is the project’s network schedule and an analysis of its activities in terms of the need for transportation maintenance. Mathematical expressions for the volume of transportation operations and the required number of vehicles of different types have been consistently derived. Cost dependences for three variants of vehicle utilization (rent, service, acquisition) have been derived, based on vehicle characteristics, for three levels of project consideration: certain operations, a certain time span, the project in general. The resulting formalization of transportation maintenance costs makes it possible to vary the characteristics of vehicles and the conditions for their use in a project during the decision-making phase of choosing the transportation maintenance option for a project, or their combination. The reported results underlie further development of the model for optimizing parameters and choosing the transportation maintenance variant of projects.
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1. Introduction

Most projects involve the creation of new facilities (for example, construction projects, infrastructure projects) or the development of existing objects (for example, reconstruction projects), which is the essence of project products. The process of creating or transforming material objects requires appropriate materials, raw materials, components, equipment, etc., which results in the formation and functioning of a project’s logistical system. The logistics of the project is relevant for those projects where a material object is created or developed, and the processes of the creation and development of a given object imply a certain system of supply, distribution, and production, associated with the material flow (flows). The existence of a logistics system necessitates the need for appropriate transportation maintenance. Thus, the transportation maintenance of a project is, in fact, the transportation maintenance of the project’s logistics system. One should note that in some projects there is a need for transportation maintenance without being tied to the material flow. For example, field development projects require the delivery of workers to and from the field with a certain intensity. Moreover, in practice, such transportation of workforce is coordinated with the delivery of products, certain types of equipment, etc. For example, in offshore field development projects, the delivery of workers by tug is carried out along with the delivery of products. Therefore, providing such a project with manpower should be carried out inextricably with the functioning of the logistics system, providing the workforce forms a specific material flow, and their transportation is part of the transportation maintenance of the project’s logistics. Therefore, it is a relevant task to investigate the issue of transportation maintenance of projects and to form a theoretical basis for substantiating the fleet of vehicles for projects and the conditions for their utilization within a project.

2. The object of research and its technological audit

The object of this study is the options for the transportation maintenance of projects. The characteristics of vehicles and the conditions of their operation within a project form the essence of a specific variant of the transportation maintenance of the project. Each alternative transportation maintenance option affects the project, first of all, at the level of costs. In addition, each transportation maintenance variant is associated with certain risks, which are also manifested in the form of risks to the entire project. Therefore, choosing the optimal transportation maintenance variant for a project should consider the impact of the options...
on project costs. The main approach of this study is to consider and study the transport costs of the project in the context of the project rather than individual transportation processes. At the same time, transportation maintenance can be considered at three levels: at the level of separate operation within the network schedule of the project, at the level of a specific period within the life cycle of the project, and at the project level in general.

One of the issues in the formation of transportation maintenance of projects is the establishment of its impact on the project in general, both at the level of costs and at the level of risks. Therefore, when examining the transportation maintenance of projects, the focus should be on the patterns of transportation costs for the project in general.

3. The aim and objectives of research

The aim of this study is to model the costs of alternative variants of transportation maintenance for projects.

To accomplish the aim, the following tasks have been set:
1. Identify and characterize basic transportation maintenance variants for projects.
2. Describe mathematically the formation of the volume of transport operations for a project at the levels of specific activity, time span, and project in general.
3. Establish cost-forming patterns for the project’s alternative transportation maintenance options.

4. Research of existing solution of the problem

Choosing the optimal transportation maintenance and optimizing the parameters of transportation maintenance are classic tasks for logistics and transport. Most of the approaches used are based on stock theory [1, 2], which integrates the delivery and storage within a single system, which is typical of logistics. Some studies tackle the minimization of transport costs considering the conditions for vehicle selection [3, 4]. Several works address the optimization of transportation costs by varying delivery technology [5, 6].

A project, unlike delivery systems or logistics systems, is a very specific object, and, accordingly, the transportation maintenance of projects has a certain specificity. However, one should note that this issue is almost unexplored in the modern scientific literature. All publications in this area can be divided into two categories. The first includes works related directly to transportation (for example, [7]) and logistics (for example, [8]) projects. Typically, these works are based on a cost management review of these projects [9], or their organizational problems [10]. The basic provisions of the transport project management methodology are presented in [11]. The management of the life cycle of transport projects, taking into consideration their specificity, is considered in [12]. The second category of research (for example, [13, 14]) addresses the maintenance of field development projects. The focus of such studies is either a service schedule [14] or the optimization of service processes in terms of routes [15]. In addition, in some studies, transportation is considered as a project, that is, a design-oriented approach to cargo delivery is used [16]. The cited work examines transportation parameters as a result of the implementation of projects or part of their product. Typically, these studies address the transportation of materials, products, and equipment during the platform operation phase. In fact, the transportation maintenance of logistics for existing project products is being considered, which determines the task of transportation maintenance similar to traditional transportation tasks for logistics systems.

However, transportation maintenance is also used to obtain a product project, affecting its cost and timing. The approach to transportation maintenance considering not only the parameters of vehicles (sea vessels in that case) but the conditions of their utilization (acquisition, rent, chartering for a cruise) was proposed in [4, 5]. Such an approach can be transferred to projects of various kinds, taking into consideration universalization (that is, for different modes of transport used in the project).

5. Methods of research

The subject of this study is a mathematical notation of the dependence of the transportation maintenance cost of a project on the characteristics of maintenance variant.

The methods of this study was carried out in accordance with the principles and methodology of general systems theory. The analysis and synthesis techniques were used to identify the transportation maintenance variants for projects. Functional analysis was applied to formalize the transportation maintenance cost of projects for the options.

6. Research results

6.1. Alternative variants of project transportation maintenance. In terms of project management, transportation maintenance options relate primarily to the project, that is, the terms of using them in the project. There are three such basic options. Transportation services for the project can be rendered by third-party organizations, that is, transportation services are delivered from «out of the project» in accordance with the necessary parameters (which correspond to the area of knowledge «procurement management»). The second option is to attract vehicles on lease terms for the required period. Examples include the rental of tugs and ships of universal purpose to service offshore field development projects: vessels supply equipment and individual elements of mining platforms. Tugs deliver food and people. As a rule, vessels on such projects operate on the terms of the time-charter lease – rent over a period, at which the cost of the project includes all variable costs related to vessels. The third option of project transportation maintenance is the use of the company’s vehicles, including the purchase of vehicles for the project. One should note that unlike projects to purchase ships (other vehicles), the purchase of vessels (vehicles) «for the project» may form a sub-project in large-scale projects. In this case, the main purpose of the acquisition is not to profit from ships’ activities but to provide transportation maintenance for the project, as well as to reduce transportation costs of the project and improve control over transport processes. The transportation maintenance options for a project are shown in Fig. 1. There are also the main pros and cons of these variants.

One should note that the advantages of rental and acquisition of vehicles are that they can be used for other projects during the implementation of the project considered; purchased vehicles – for other projects in the future. In particular, this is relevant for design-oriented companies if the essence of most projects is related to the need for transportation.
Typically, projects require the use of different types of vehicles (for example, road transport, water transport), vehicle type index is \( k = 1 \), \( K \). Moreover, the need may arise in different types of vehicles of each type (for example, vehicles with a body, container vehicles, etc., marine tugs of varying power, and cargo ships of varying payload capacity). Designate the options for these types:

\[
g = \{G_k\}
\]

where \( G_k \), \( k = 1, K \) is the number of types of vehicles of each type. Each type of vehicle may have a variety of characteristics (such as engine power, payload capacity in certain limits, etc.). In addition, the vehicle is characterized by the manufacturer (brand), age. Designate the totality of the vehicle’s characteristics as:

\[
C^g = \{C^g_{k1}, C^g_{k2}, ... , C^g_{kY_k}\}
\]

where \( Y_k \) is the number of characteristics of a particular type of vehicle under consideration.

Designate the options for using vehicles:

\[
b = 1, 2, 3,
\]

where \( b = 1 \) is the purchase of a vehicle; \( b = 2 \) is the rent of a vehicle; \( b = 3 \) is the transportation services as a service from suppliers (Fig. 2). Thus, the alternative project transportation maintenance variant is the vehicle itself, a specific type, type with specific characteristics, and specific conditions of its utilization in the project. All the above (the type, kind, characteristics of the vehicle, and the conditions of its use in the project) affects the cost of using a particular variant of transportation maintenance and the characteristics of the project in general.

One should note that the transport infrastructure and the transportation services market set certain restrictions on the formation of alternative options.

The above scheme illustrating the formation of alternative transportation maintenance options is the basis for deciding on the choice of specific variants for a particular project, taking into consideration its specificity.

### 6.2. Determining the volume of transport operations in the project (transportation services in the project).

This phase identifies design work and time periods requiring transport services with differentiation by mode of transportation. At the same time, it is necessary to establish the interchangeability of different types and kinds of vehicles. For example, buses of varying passenger capacity can deliver workers to the site of project operations, or tugs of varying capacity can be involved in projects related to water infrastructure or field development.
The basis for determining the volume of transport services in the project is a network schedule. The correlation of transport-requiring operations along a temporal axis makes it possible to allocate the volumes and periods of time for transportation maintenance by the type and kind of vehicles (Fig. 3).

Thus, the following data are formed:

$$\{Q_k^{\alpha}, t_{\alpha n}, t_{\alpha h}\}, \; k = \overline{1, K}, \; g = \overline{1, G}, \; \tau = \overline{1, \Psi},$$

where $Q_k^{\alpha}$ is the volume of transport services or the volume of transport operations in units accepted for a particular mode of transport, for example, the amount of work in ton-miles for marine transport, or tons-kilometers for road transport, or the demand for transport services (in tons, passengers); $[t_{\alpha n}, t_{\alpha h}]$ is the length of time over which transport services must be carried out in an amount of $Q_k^{\alpha}$; $\Psi$ is the number of time periods allocated during the life cycle related to transport services. $Q_k^{\alpha}$, in a general case, is an integrated value and is formed from the volume of transport operations for the project activities, which are in the same time range and require the same kind of transportation services:

$$Q_k^{\alpha} = \sum_{i=1}^{t_n} Q_{kij}^{\alpha}, \; k = \overline{1, K}, \; g = \overline{1, G}, \; \tau = \overline{1, \Psi},$$

where $j = \overline{1, n}$ is the event index of the project’s network schedule; $n$ is the total number of events on the project. Accordingly, $A_{ij}$ is the activity within a network schedule; $Q_{kij}^{\alpha}$ is the volume of transportation services for the project’s activity $A_{ij}$ involving the mode of transport $k$, the type of vehicle $g$.

The total volume of transportation services under the project for each type and kind of vehicles:

$$Q_{\alpha}^{n\tau} = \sum_{i=1}^{t_n} Q_{\alpha ij}^{n\tau} = \sum_{i=1}^{t_n} Q_k^{\alpha} (t_{\alpha n}, t_{\alpha h}), \; k = \overline{1, K}, \; g = \overline{1, G}.$$

This approach is only valid if the project’s facilities and delivery items (to be transported) are geographically in the same location. If the project involves several objects quite remote from each other, the same vehicles cannot service them in a single period.

Thus:
- $Q_k^{\alpha}$ characterizes the amount of transport services for the specific activity of the project for each type and kind of vehicle used in the project;
- $Q_k^{\alpha} (t_{\alpha n}, t_{\alpha h})$ is the volume of transport services for the project over a specific period $[t_{\alpha n}, t_{\alpha h}]$, where:

$$\bigcup_{\tau=1}^{\Psi} [t_{\alpha n}, t_{\alpha h}] \subset T,$$

that is, the allocated intervals involving transportation services are «overlapped» by the life cycle of project $T$. $Q_{\alpha}^{n\tau}$ is the total volume of transportation services for the project with a specific type and kind of mode of transport.

6.3. Identification of the number of vehicles based on operations, time intervals of the project in general. At this stage, the number of vehicles of each type and kind required is determined, taking into consideration the specific conditions of each project activity.

As mentioned above, vehicles with different characteristics $C_{\alpha}^{\tau} = (C_{\alpha 1}^{\tau}, C_{\alpha 2}^{\tau}, \ldots, C_{\alpha \Psi}^{\tau})$ can be used for each type of transportation, which allows for a certain variation in the project. Thus, for each allocated time span $[t_{\alpha n}, t_{\alpha h}]$ and each type/kind of vehicle, certain boundaries of variance in its characteristics are set:

$$C_{\alpha \beta}^{\tau \psi} (t_{\alpha n}, t_{\alpha h}) \leq C_{\alpha \beta}^{\tau \psi} (t_{\alpha n}, t_{\alpha h}) \leq C_{\alpha \beta}^{\tau \psi} (t_{\alpha n}, t_{\alpha h}),$$

where $C_{\alpha \beta}^{\tau \psi}$, $C_{\alpha \beta}^{\tau \psi}$ are the acceptable variance limits. Alternatively, similar requirements are set for each specific operation involving transportation services:

$$C_{\alpha \beta}^{\tau \psi} \leq C_{\alpha \beta}^{\tau \psi} \leq C_{\alpha \beta}^{\tau \psi},$$

One should note that, as previously determined, transport services can be considered on the basis of an operation within project $A_{ij}$, or based on the time intervals $[t_{\alpha n}, t_{\alpha h}]$ within the life cycle of the project. The approach to consideration is conditioned by the specificity of the project – thus, if the project operation of one period has specific requirements for transportation services, and they are significantly different from each other, then, in this situation, the most appropriate consideration is based on operations. If the transportation services for the operation within a single time period do not differ significantly in terms of requirements for the characteristics of a particular type and kind of vehicle, it would be appropriate to consider the transportation services in an integrated fashion based on time periods.

The characteristics of a vehicle define its «performance» $P_{\alpha}^{\tau \psi}$ (carrying capacity) under the specific conditions of the transportation services in question (the distance of transportation, in particular):
\[ P_{k}^{g} = P_{0}^{g}(C_{k}^{g}, A_{k}^{g}) = P_{0}^{g}(C_{1}^{g}, C_{2}^{g}, \ldots, C_{n}^{g}, A_{g1}^{g}, A_{g2}^{g}, \ldots, A_{g\psi}^{g}) \]
\[ k = 1, K, g = 1, G_{i}, i = 1, n - 1, j = 2, n. \] (7)

where \( A_{k}^{g} = (A_{g1}^{g}, A_{g2}^{g}, \ldots, A_{g\psi}^{g}) \) is the project \( A_{k} \) operation characteristics in terms of rendering a transport service by the mode of transport \( k \), the type of vehicle \( g \). \( W_{k} \) is the number of assigned characteristics of project operations in terms of transport services (primarily, the distance of transportation, empty/ballast trips/transitions, loading/unloading intensity, the need for additional stops, etc.). Under the fixed conditions \( A_{k}^{g} \), the vehicle’s carrying ability is determined by its characteristics, that is \( P_{k}^{g}(C_{k}^{g}) \).

Vehicle operational performance (carrying capacity) \( P_{k}^{g}(C_{k}^{g}) \) determines the number of vehicles of each type and kind \( N_{k}^{g} \) required to perform transport services for the project operations:

\[ N_{k}^{g}(C_{k}^{g}) = \frac{Q_{k}^{g}(t_{u}, t_{b})}{P_{k}^{g}(C_{k}^{g})}, k = 1, K, g = 1, G_{i}, i = 1, n - 1, j = 2, n. \] (8)

Note that the number of vehicles required depends on their characteristics. At the level of specific activity, \( N_{k}^{g} \) is not rounded. In order to avoid redundancy in determining the total number of vehicles as a result of rounding, it makes sense to perform this procedure as part of the integration of transport services based on time periods and the project in general. If the conditions of transportation services for operations within a single time period \( [t_{u}, t_{b}] \) are almost the same, that is \( P_{k}^{g} = P_{k}^{g}, A_{k} \in [t_{u}, t_{b}] \):

\[ N_{k}^{g}(t_{u}, t_{b}) = \frac{Q_{k}^{g}(t_{u}, t_{b})}{P_{k}^{g}(t_{u}, t_{b})}, k = 1, K, g = 1, G_{i}, \tau = 1, \psi. \] (9)

In this case, the carrying ability naturally depends on \( [t_{u}, t_{b}] \). (9) gives rounded values on time stages, which are appropriate for long-term projects and, accordingly, for long periods \( [t_{u}, t_{b}] \). Given that the characteristics of the vehicle determine its carrying capacity \( P_{k}^{g} \), then (9) can be represented as:

\[ N_{k}^{g}(t_{u}, t_{b}) = \frac{Q_{k}^{g}(t_{u}, t_{b})}{P_{k}^{g}(t_{u}, t_{b})}, k = 1, K, g = 1, G_{i}, \tau = 1, \psi. \] (10)

The total number of vehicles of each type and kind for a project in general:

\[ N_{k}^{g}(C_{k}^{g}, t_{u}, t_{b}) = \sum_{i} \sum_{j} N_{k}^{g}(C_{k}^{g}, t_{u}, t_{b}), k = 1, K, g = 1, G_{i}. \] (11)

\[ N_{k}^{g}(C_{k}^{g}, t_{u}, t_{b}) = \sum_{i} \sum_{j} N_{k}^{g}(C_{k}^{g}, t_{u}, t_{b}), k = 1, K, g = 1, G_{i}. \] (12)

Thus, (11) reflects the total number of vehicles for the project, taking into consideration the information for each project activity \( A_{k}^{g} \) – taking into consideration the information about the time spans of the project life cycle \( [t_{u}, t_{b}] \).

6.4. Determining the cost of transportation services for project operations. At this stage, the cost characteristics of transportation services are determined for the alternative options of transportation maintenance.

As defined above, the alternative character is primarily in the characteristics of the vehicles and their uses in the project, that is, the characteristics of the vehicle affect the cost of utilization, the cost of purchase, and the cost of rent.

If project transportation maintenance involves the use of transport services from suppliers, that is, \( b = 3 \), the costs \( R_{k}^{b} \) depend on the volume of transport services and characteristics of vehicles. For each operation, the costs are:

\[ R_{k}^{b} = R_{k}^{b}(C_{k}^{g}, Q_{k}^{g}). \]
\[ b = 3, k = 1, K, g = 1, G_{i}, i = 1, n - 1, j = 2, n; \] (13)

- for the totality of operations within a time interval \( [t_{u}, t_{b}] \):

\[ R_{k}^{b}(t_{u}, t_{b}) = R_{k}^{b}(C_{k}^{g}, Q_{k}^{g}, t_{u}, t_{b}). \]
\[ b = 3, k = 1, K, g = 1, G_{i}, \tau = 1, \psi; \] (14)

- for the entire project:

\[ R^{*}_{k} = R^{*}_{k}(C_{k}^{g}, Q^{*}_{k}), b = 3, k = 1, K, g = 1, G_{i}. \] (15)

If the transportation maintenance implies the rental of vehicles, that is, \( b = 2 \), then, in addition to the characteristics of vehicles, the costs depend on the number of vehicles rented and the length of their lease. At the same time, the lease term \( T_{k}^{b} \) may be the duration \( t_{b} \) of the project operation \( A_{k} \) or the entire period of the active phase of the life cycle of the project (that is, the period of time when the project logistics system is functioning or transportation-related operations are performed).

The costs in this situation for a particular operation are:

\[ R_{k}^{b} = R_{k}^{b}(C_{k}^{g}, Q_{k}^{g}, t_{b}) T_{k}^{b} = t_{b}, \]
\[ b = 2, k = 1, K, g = 1, G_{i}, i = 1, n - 1, j = 2, n; \] (16)

- for the totality of operations within a time period \( [t_{u}, t_{b}] \):

\[ R_{k}^{b}(t_{u}, t_{b}) = R_{k}^{b}(C_{k}^{g}, Q_{k}^{g}, t_{u}, t_{b}). \]
\[ T_{k}^{b} = t_{b}, t_{u}, b = 2, k = 1, K, g = 1, G_{i}, \tau = 1, \psi; \] (17)

- for the entire project:

\[ R^{*}_{k} = R^{*}_{k}(C_{k}^{g}, Q^{*}_{k}, T_{k}^{b}), b = 2, k = 1, K, g = 1, G_{i}. \] (18)

When renting a vehicle, the costs include operating expenses \( R^{*}_{k} \) and actual rental fees \( R^{*}_{k} \). Both depend on the characteristics of a vehicle; operating expenses also depend on the volume of transport services. Considering (16) to (18) accounting for that makes it possible to obtain the following:

\[ R_{k}^{b} = R_{k}^{b}(C_{k}^{g}, Q_{k}^{g}, t_{b}) = R_{k}^{b}(C_{k}^{g}, Q_{k}^{g}) + R_{k}^{b}(C_{k}^{g}, t_{b}). \]
\[ T_{k}^{b} = t_{b}, b = 2, k = 1, K, g = 1, G_{i}, i = 1, n - 1, j = 2, n; \] (19)
The cost of renting vehicles is defined as follows:

- for an operation:

\[
R_{\text{op}}^e(C_i^v, t_y) = f_{\text{op}}^e(C_i^v, t_y) \cdot N_{\text{op}}^e(C_i^v) - t_y,
\]

\[
b = 2, k = 1, g = \overline{G}_v, \quad i = 1, n - 1, \quad j = \overline{n};
\]  

- for a time period:

\[
R_{\text{op}}^e(C_i^v, t_{u_i}, t_{b_{i-1}}) = f_{\text{op}}^e(C_i^v, t_{u_i}, t_{b_{i-1}}) \cdot N_{\text{op}}^e(C_i^v) - (t_{b_{i-1}} - t_{u_i}),
\]

\[
b = 2, k = 1, g = \overline{G}_v, \quad i = 1, n - 1, \quad j = \overline{n};
\]  

- for the entire project in general:

\[
R_{\text{op}}^*_{\text{op}}(C_i^v, T_y) = f_{\text{op}}^*(C_i^v, T_y) \cdot N_{\text{op}}^*(C_i^v) - T_y,
\]

\[
b = 2, k = 1, g = \overline{G}_v;
\]

where \(f_{\text{op}}^*(C_i^v, t_y)\), \(f_{\text{op}}^*(C_i^v, t_{u_i}, t_{b_{i-1}})\), \(f_{\text{op}}^e(C_i^v, T_y)\) are, respectively, the vehicle rental rates.

If the project is supposed to purchase vehicles, that is, \(b = 1\), then, in addition to operating (operational) costs, which are determined by the characteristics of the vehicle, the project costs would include fixed costs and expenses associated with the acquisition \(R_{\text{acq}}^e\), investment costs.

The latter depends on the characteristics of the vehicle and the terms of purchase \(F = \{F_1, ..., F_t\}\), where the components can be, for example, the interest rate, the term of the loan, the terms of repayment of the loan, the share of own funds.

In this situation, the cost of transportation maintenance is:

- for a period:

\[
R_{\text{eq}}(t_{u_i}, t_{b_{i-1}}) = R_{\text{eq}}^e(C_i^v, Q_i^v, t_{u_i}, t_{b_{i-1}}, F) =
\]

\[
= R_{\text{eq}}^e(C_i^v, Q_i^v) + R_{\text{eq}}^e(C_i^v, t_{u_i}, t_{b_{i-1}}) + R_{\text{eq}}^e(C_i^v, F),
\]

\[
b = 1, k = 1, g = \overline{G}_v, \quad i = 1, n - 1, \quad j = \overline{n};
\]  

- for the project in general:

\[
R_{\text{eq}}^*_{\text{eq}}(C_i^v, Q_i^v, T_y) =
\]

\[
= R_{\text{eq}}^*_{\text{eq}}(C_i^v, Q_i^v) + R_{\text{eq}}^*_{\text{eq}}(C_i^v, T_y) + R_{\text{eq}}^*_{\text{eq}}(C_i^v, F),
\]

\[
b = 1, k = 1, g = \overline{G}_v;
\]

In practice, the purchase of vehicles as transportation maintenance for individual operations within a project is not executed unless it is a large-scale project and aggregated operations. For example, if the installation of equipment in field development projects is an activity, transportation maintenance is required during these activities, both for the delivery of equipment and materials and for the delivery of personnel. In such situations, an estimate of the cost of transportation maintenance, involving the purchase of vehicles, is appropriate:

\[
R_{\text{acq}} = R_{\text{acq}}^e(C_i^v, Q_i^v, t_y, F) =
\]

\[
= R_{\text{acq}}^e(C_i^v, Q_i^v) + R_{\text{acq}}^e(C_i^v, t_y) + R_{\text{acq}}^e(C_i^v, F),
\]

\[
b = 1, k = 1, g = \overline{G}_v, \quad i = 1, n - 1, \quad j = \overline{n}.
\]

Note that in order to correctly estimate the cost of transportation maintenance for the project at \(b = 1\), the term of the loan (if any is used) must be within the life cycle of the project. Otherwise, the vehicle is used in other projects, which is important and is the case for project-oriented companies that invest in transport means to implement a whole portfolio of projects over a period.

7. SWOT analysis of research results

**Strengths.** This paper focuses on the structuring of the transport component of projects based on operations and time interval. In this study, the basis for modeling the cost of project transportation maintenance is a network project schedule and an analysis of its operations in terms of the need for transportation maintenance. Mathematical expressions for the volume of transport operations and the required number of vehicles of different kinds have been consistently derived. Cost dependences for three vehicle utilization options (rent, service, acquisition) based on vehicle characteristics have been established for three levels of project consideration: certain operations, a certain time span, the project in general. Thus, in contrast to available studies, this work has structured transportation maintenance in accordance with the structure of the project. This provides a practical tool for project management based on the appropriate system of transport characteristics in volume and monetary terms.

**Weaknesses.** The weakness of the reported results is that they are general in nature, and the resulting formalizations do not take into consideration the specificity of patterns for particular types and kinds of vehicles. This determines the need for statistical industry research to establish the required dependences.

**Opportunities.** The formalization of transportation maintenance costs makes it possible to vary the characteristics of vehicles and their conditions of use in a project during the decision-making phase of choosing an option of the project transportation maintenance or the formation of their combination. In addition, formalization of risks, quality, and value, carried out by analogy, could complement the characteristics of alternative options for project transportation maintenance.

Thus, the reported results are the basis for further development of the model for optimizing parameters and choosing the transportation maintenance option for projects or forming their optimal combination. This could result in the solution to obtain the required project transportation maintenance that would meet all the requirements for the project in terms of its characteristics, such as costs, value, risks.

**Threats.** There are virtually no threats to this study, as most projects involve transportation maintenance; in this case, the network schedule, to which the necessary transportation volumes are tied, is an unchanged basis for structuring the project.
8. Conclusions

1. The result of the generalization of practical experience and the theoretical base is the identified alternative transportation maintenance options for projects, described at a meaningful level. These variants correspond to the specific parameters of specific types and kinds of vehicles, as well as one of the conditions for their use in the project – acquisition, rental, service from project suppliers. The positive and negative aspects of different conditions of vehicle utilization in a project have been revealed.

2. A method has been developed to establish the necessary volumes of transportation operations within a project for three levels: at the level of specific activity, a time span, and a project in general. The basis for formalizing was the network schedule of the project, the analysis of transportation requirements from individual operations, and its comparison with the life cycle of the project.

3. Formalizations have been obtained in the form of theoretical dependences of costs on the alternative options of project transportation maintenance. Underlying the formalization is the dependence of the transportation capacity of vehicles and various cost components (for three types of vehicle application in a project) on the vehicle parameters.
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